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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To notify about that
reception is addressed to whom out of subscribers
before taking up a receiver by using a pre-

communication information notifying service,

SOLUTION: This equipment is provided with a
connection control part 9 for controlling a connection
operation before communication such as temporarily
disconnecting a line after receiving an information
receiving terminal start-up signal, connecting a line

with a subscriber line exchange 20 and receiving
information of a caller side terminal, the first storage
part 11 for storing received information of the caller

side terminal, the second storage part 13 for

classifying information of plural caller side terminals
into plural kinds in advance and storing them, a
calling signal pattern storage part 14 for storing
different calling signals by each classification of
infomnation stored In the second storage part 13,
and a calling means control part 12 for comparing
information stored in the first storage part 1 1 with the
information stored in the second storage part after

temporanly disconnecting the line, reading out a
calling signal corresponding to a classification

including coincident information from the calling

signal pattern storage part 14 and making it rung.
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reference 2)_

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this trarsslation,

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n tlie drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[Detailed Description of the Invention J

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the teraiinal imit connected to the subscriber's

line exchange which has an information notification function before communication, and more in

details. It is related with the terminal unit (communication appsiratus, such as telephone and a

facsimile machine) whicii has the information reception fimction which told the user of the

terminal unit about the information on an origination-side terminal unit before communicating

(for example, before taking the receiver of a terminal unit)

.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Before, the member individual-calling terminal which can call a

member individaally is provided (JF,3-213033,y\) , This member individual-calling tenninal is a

subscriber terminal which two or more members of an exciiange system use together, and the

called party number corresponding to each of two or more members which this subscriber

terminal holds is beforehand registered into the switchboard. On the other hand, the ringing tone

corresponding to a called party number is registered into the subscriber terminaL And if the called

party number (called party recognition signal) corresponding to arbitrary members is transmitted

irom a switchboard, in a subscriber terminal, it will be said that it has composition which reads

and outputs the ringing tone corresponding to this called party number (it is the conventional

teclmology 1 about this)

.

[0003] By outputting the call signal of a different signal pattern for every telephone number of the

from a switchboard, when two or more telephone numbers are given to one communication line.

What is called D/R (distinctive ringing) service with which different ringing tone for every

telephone number was sounded is provided (this is called conventional technology 2)

.

[0004] In the subscriber terminal equipment connected to an ISDN network, match the index

which shows the member with the identification number given to each of the terminating

subscriber, and it memorizes in a memosy. The information in a memory is retrieved based on the

identification number contained in the terminating signal from a switchboard, and there axe some
(JFJ- 1 05648,A) which were constituted so that the index which shows a tenninating subscriber

might be displayed (this is called conventional technolog)' 3)

.

[0005]

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the invention] Since the thing of the above-mentioned conventional

technology I needed to register beforehand into a switchboard the called party number
corresponding to each of two or more members which a subscriber temiinal holds, there was a

problem that it was necessars^ to equip a switchboard with a mass memoiy. Since it was necessary

to change the memory content of a switchboard each time when the member using a subscriber

terminal changes, there w^as also a problem that alteration work was troublesome.

- 1 ^



[0006] Especially the thing of the above-mentioned conventional technology 2 is the exchange

system which suited D/R (distinctive ringing) service, and does not have a meaning at all in the

general exchange system with Vi'hich one teiepiione number is given to one communication line.

Since the call signal of a different signal pattern for every telephone number needed to be

registered into the switchboard, there was also a problem that it was necessary to equip a

switchboard with a mass memory.

[0007] Especially the thing of the above-mentioned conventional tecbnology 3 is the exchange

system which suited the ISDN network, and cannot be applied to the general exchange system

using a public line at all. By the way, the infomiation notification service before communication

is newly going to be started this time. An information receiving terminal seizing signal is

transmitted to a destination-side terminal unit through a communication line to the dispatch from

terminal units with arbitrary information notincation ser\^ice before communication. It is the

service which performs processing in which traiismit the information on an origination-side

termiiial unit in response to the reply signal from a destination-side terminal unit, and a call signal

is transmitted in response to the reception completion signal from a subsequent destination-side

terminal unit^ in subscriber's line exchange.

[0008] Especially this invention provides the terminal uiiit which suited such intbrmation

notification service before communication, 'fhat is, in the conventional terminal unit (especially

telephone device) connected to subscriber's line exchange via the communication iine^ when there

was mail arrival, before taking a receiver, it was not able to be known who the partner who has

telephoned (namely, before connecting a circuit with an origination-side terminal unit through a

switchboard) was. However, in this information notification service before communication, since

it can know who the partner of the got telephone is ( that is, addressing to whom in a member is

it?) before taking a receiver, improvement in a member's convenience is aimed at using this

infomiation,

[0009]

LMeans for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, a terminal unit

which has an information reception fimction of this invention^ An information receiving terminal

seizing signal is transmitted to a destination-side terminal unit through a communication line to

dispatch from arbitrary terminal units, In response to a reply signal from a destination-side

terminal unit, information on an origination-side terminal unit is transmitted, It is a terminal unit

connected to subscriber's line exchsmge which has the infbni^iation notification function before

communication to transmit a call signal in response to a reception completion signal from a

subsequent destination-side terminal unit, A connect control part which controls connecting

operation before communication of once cutting a circuit alter receiving information on an

origination-side terminal unit which connects a circuit between subscriber's line exchange and is

transmitted after that by receiving an information receiving terminal seizing signal The 1st

storage parts store that memorizes information on a received origination-side terminal unit, and

the 2nd storage parts store that classifies beforehand information on two or more origination-side

terminal units into two or more kinds, and memorizes it. Information meinorized by the 2nd

storage paits store based on infomiation memorized by the 1st storage parts store once a call

signal storage parts store which memorizes a different call signal for every classification of

infonnation memorized by this 2nd storage pasts store^ and a coimect control part cut a circuit

between subscriber's line exclmtige is retrieved. When a call signal corresponding to a

classification in which information in agreement is included is read from a call signal storage

parts store and a call signal has been transmitted from subscriber's line exchange, it has

composition provided with a call means control section which makes a call means drive based on



the read call signal.

[0010]

LEmbodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is described with

reference to drawirigs. Drawing 1 is a block diagram showing the electric constitulson of the

terminal unit of this invention. Although there are a thing of composition of having comiected the

information reception adapter to the conventional telephone and information reception telephone

of composition of liaving built in the information reception adapter in this kind of termina] unit,

the information reception (it incorporated in one) telephone having Ein information reception

adapter is mentioned as an example, and this embodiment explains it„

[00 11 J In a tlgure, to the commumcEitlon line 1 connected to the subscriber's line exchange

(hencefo3th a digital exchange) 20. The speech network circuit 3, the connect coritrol part 9

which performs motion cont'ol of the whole device, and the information detecting circuit 10

which detects the information on an origination-side terminal unit (specifically telephone number)

transmitted from the digital exchange 20 are connected via the hook switch 2, respectively.

[0012] The microphone 5 and lYAPISU 6 which w^ere built in the receiver via the speaking

circuit 4 are connected to the speech oet^vork circuit 3, respectively. The information receiving

terminal seizing signal transmitted to the communication line 1 froEii the digital exchange 20. The

seizing signal detector circuit 7 which detects (it is only hereafter called a seizing signal) , and

the mail arrival detector circuit 8 w4iich detects the call signal transmitted from the digital

exchange 20 are connected^ respectively, and the output of these seizing signal detector circuit 7

and the mail arrival detector circuit 8 is connected to the connect control part 9„

Loo 13] While the output of the connect control part 9 is connected to the switching control input

of the hook sv^^itch 2, it is connected to the call means control section 12, and the output of the

call means control section 12 is connected to the ringer circuit 17 which drives the internal

speaker (call means) 18. The output of the information detecting circuit 10 is connected to the

connect control past 9 and the 1st storage parts store IL and the Ist storage parts store il is

connected to the call means control section 12 and both directions,

[0014] While the 2nd storage parts store 13 that classifies beforehand the line number of two or

more origination-side terminal units into two or more kinds, and memorizes it to the call means

control section 12 is connected bidirectionally. The call signal pattern memory part 14 which

memorizes the call signal pattern corresponding to the classification of the line number memorized

by the 2nd storage parts store 13 is connected bidirectionally. While the input part 15 provided

with the ten key for classifying and inputting into the call means control section 12 the line

number which the 2nd storage parts store 13 is made to memorize, etc. is connected, it has the

composition that the indicator 1 6 which displays the line number of an origination-side terminal

unit was connected, at the time of the output of a call signal.

[0015] While the digital exchange 20 transmits a seizing signal to a destination-side terminal unit

(this terminal unit) through the communication line 1 to the dispatch from arbitrary terminal

units. It has what is called an information notification fimction before communication to transmit

the information on an origination-side terminal unit (line number) in response to the reply signal

from this terminal unit, and to transmit a call signal in response to the reception completion signal

from this subsequent terminal unit,

[0016] the cormect control part 9 is based on the detecting signal from the seizing signal detector

circuit 7 the hook switch 2 — closing (a direct-current loop is formed) — a reply signal is

transmitted to the digital exchange 20, If it ctiecks that the line number of an origination'Side

terminal unit has been memorized by the 1st storage parts store 11 with the acknowledge signal

from the information detecting circuit 10, after transmitting a reception completion signal to the



digital exchange 20, the hook sv/itch 2 will be opened (a direct-current loop is severed) . Then,

based on the detecting signal from the mail arrival detector circuit 8, the hook switch 2 is closed

again and the usual call operation is performed.

[001 7] The call means control section 12 performs control which makes the predetermined region

of the 2nd storage parts store 13 classify aiid memorize the line number classified and inputted for

every group from the input part 15 for ever>^ group. The call means conti*ol section 12 extracts the

group who searches the line number memorized by the 2nd storage paits store and in whom the

line number in agreement is contained based on the line number memorized by the 1st storage

parts store 1 1 . And the call signal pattern corresponding to the group who extracted is read from

the call signal pattern memory part 14, the ringer circuit 17 is controlled according to the read call

signal pattern, and control to which the call signal (ringing tone) of a group applicable from the

internal speaker 18 is made to output is performed,

[0018] Here, the following ways of dividing can be considered as a group division of the line

number memorized by the 2nd storage parts store 13. For example, in the case of a four-person

family (a father, a mother, eldest son, eldest daughter) , the line number of the group A and

addressing to a mother is classified for the line number addressed to a father, and the line number

of the group C and addressing to the eldest daughter is classified for the line number of the group

B and addressing to the eldest son as the group D, That Is, line numbers, such as a father's

corporate relation and relationships with friends, are classitied into the group A, line numbers,

such as a mother's relationships with friends, Jire classified into the group B, line numbers, such as

the eldest son*s relationships with friends, are classified into the group C, and line numbers, such

as the eldest daughter's relationships with friends, are classified into the group D.

10019] The call signal patterns (for example, pattern corresponding to four kinds of melodies,

etc.) corresponding to these four group A-D are beforeh<md memorized by the call signal pattern

memory part 14. The seizing signal detected in the seizing signal detector circuit 7 is a signal of

one and 16 HZ v/hich repeats OFF for 0.5 second, for example for 0.5 second. On the other hand,

the call signal detected in the mail arrival detector circuit 8 is a signal of one and 16 HZ which

repesits OFF for 2 seconds for 1 second. Therefore, in the seizing signal detector circuit 7 and the

mail arrival detector circuit 8, the cycle of this one and OFF is detected and the signal of 16 HZ
transmitted from the digital exchange 20 distinguishes whether they are that it is a seizing signal

or a call signal.

[0020] If infomiation (line number) with the Ist storage paits store 11 new from the information

detecting circuit 10 is Vvritten in, the information (line number) currently written in before that

Vfc'ill be eliminated. That is, new information is written in as front information is overwritten.

[0021] Next, the mail arrival operation in the terminal unit of the above-mentioned composition is

explained with reference to the flow chart shown in drawing 2. The digital exchange 20 triinsmits

a seizing signal to this terminal unit through the communication line 1 to the dispatch from

arbitrary terminal units.

[0022] This tenninal unit will output a detecting signal to tiie connect control part 9 from the

seizing signal detector circuit 7, if this seizing signal is detected in the seizing signal detector

circuit 7 (Step SI). The connect control part 9 closes the hook .switch 2 based on this detecting

signal (Step S2) , Thereby, a direct-current loop is formed between the digital exchanges 20. The

digital exchange 20 will transmit the infomiation on tiie line number of an origination-side

tenninal unit (modem signal) to this terminal unit through the communication line 1 next, if this

direct-current loop is delected as a reply signal.

1.0023] This terminal unit detects this line number (modem signal) by the information detecting

circuit 10, and memorizes that detected tine number to the 1st storage parts store 1 1 (Step S3) . If



it checks that the line number of aii origiiianon-side terminal unit lias been memorized by the 1st

storage parts store 11 with the acknowledge signal from the information detecting circuit 10 (step

S4), the connect control part 9, After transmitting a reception completion signaj to the digital

exchange 20, the hook switch 2 is opened and a direct-current loop is severed (Step S5) . I'he

digital exchange 20 transmits a call signal to this temiinal unit tiirough the communication line 1

after fixed time (time for 03 second or more) progress^ after a direct-current loop is severed.

[0024] On the other hand, it is distinguislied whether after this terminal unit opens the hook

switch 2, based on the line number memorized by the 1st storage parts store 11, it searches tiie

line number memorized by the 2nd storage parts store 13, and has a line number in agreement

CStep S6) . When there is a line number in agreement, the group in wlioni the line number is

contained is extracted ( Step S7) . Here, when the line number memorized by the 1st storage parts

store 11 is a telephone number addressed to a father, the call means control section 12 extracts the

group A according to whom this line number is classified.

[0025 J And the call signal pattern corresponding to the group A who extracted is read from the

call signal pattern memory part 14 (Step S8), The ringer circuit 17 is controlled according to the

read call signal pattern, and the group's A call signal (melody) is made to output from the

internal speaker 18 (step S9). At this time, the call signal control section 12 displays the line

number memorized by the 1st storage parts store 1 1 on the indicator 16 (Step SIO)

.

[0026] On the other hand, when there is no line number which is in agreement in Step 86.

Without reading a call signal pattern from the call signal pattern memory part 1 4, the call means
control section 12 controls the ringer circuit 17, and makes the usual call signal (it is as usual)

(ringing tone) output from the iniemal speaker 18 (Step Sll)

.

[0027] Thereby, the family who uses this terminal unit can know addressing to whom in a family

it is a telephone concerning by the ringing tone, before taking a receiver. Therefore, when a father

takes a receiver in the above-mentioned case, commission within a family becomes umiecessary.

There is an advantage that it is not necessary to request commission from the family who took the

receiver also for the telephoned other party. When the family wiio took the receiver especially is a

child of a low grade [ elementary school / a kindergartener or ] , it often occurs that it will take

time by the time conimission does not work but a target partner and talk are made, but such

useless duration of call is also canceled in this terminal unit,

[0028] Although it has composition with which a classitied different melody for every group is

sounded in the above-mentioned embodiment, a user may be made to understand the telephone

addressed to whom it is by changing the length of the conventional ringing tone, and the timing

of intermittence. A user may be made to understand the telephone addressed to whom it is with

the sound "it is a telephone at Mr. xx", using an electronic speech circuit.

[0029] Although the 2nd storage parts store 13 is considered as the composition provided

independently in the above-mentioned embodiment this 2nd storage parts store 13 can be used

also [ storage parts store / of abbreviated dialing ], for example. That is, what is necessary is just

to register either of group A-D with a line number, when registering abbreviated dialing. If it does

in this way, the capacity of a storage parts store can be saved.

[0030] Although this invention applies the information notification function before communication

of the digital exchange 20 to a telephone device (a cordless telephone and an answering machine

are included), applying to pictorial communication equipment, such as a facsimile, is also

possible. It is possible that pictorial communication equipment records the line number of the

pictorial communication equipment of that other party with a slip of paper etc. as an example of

application in this case, for example when the pictorial communication equipment of the other

party has transmitted in a receive-not-ready ability state. Thereby, even if it has not connected the
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commimieation line with the pictorial communication equipment of the other party once, the line

number of the pictorial communication equipment of the other pai1y transmitted in a

receive-not-ready ability state is recorded, and it becomes possible to teli a user.

[0031] in this case, what is necessaw is just to change into the thing of the type which can

accimiuiate ail the line numbers of the pictorial commimication equipment of the other paily

which has transmitted in a receive-not-ready ability- state from the thing of the type which carries

out update storage of the 1st storage parts store 11, supposing pictorial coinmunication equipment

is provided with the basic constitinion shown, for example in drawing L Thereby, since the line

number of the other party pictorial communication equipment transmitted in the state of

receive-not-ready ability which was not accumulated at all can be accumulated conventionally, a

user can be told about the accumulated line number. Although the general internal speaker 18 is

mentioned as an example and tiie above-mentioned embodiment explains it as a call means, what

is depended on vibrator, and the thing which may be based on lamp display or a liquid cry stal

display display, and combined these may be used,

[0032]

[Effect of the Invention j The terminal unit which has an information reception function of this

invention is a terminal unit connected to the subscriber's line exchange which has an information

notification function before commimication. The comiect control part which controls the

connecting operation before communication of once cutting a circuit after receiving the

information on an origination-side terminal vmit which connects the circuit between subscriber's

line exchange and is transmitted after that by receiving an information receiving terminal seizing

signal, The ist storage parts store that memorizes the Information on the received origination-side

terminal unit, and the 2nd storage parts store that classifies beforehand the iiiformation on two or

more origination-side terminal units into two or more kinds, and memorizes it. The call signal

storage parts store wiiich memorizes a different call signal for every classification of the

information memorized by this 2nd storage parts store, Once a connect control part cuts the circuit

between subscriber's line exchange. When tiie call signal corresponding to the classification which

retrieves the information memorized by the 2nd storage parts store based on the information

memorized by the 1st storage parts store and in which information in agreement is included is

read irom a call signal storage parts store and the call signal has beeii transmitted from

subscriber's line exchange. It has composition provided with the call means control section which

makes a call means drive based on the read call signal. Thereby, if it did not talk over the

telephone by taking up a receiver conventionally, it did not understand addressing to whom it was^

but before taking a receiver, it can be known addressing to whom the got telephone is. Therefore,

since those who should taike the got telephone can take a telephone directly, when those who use

it together are families, commission within the family becomes unnecessary. There is an

advantage that it is not necessar}'' to request commission from the family who took the receiver

also for the telephoned other party. When the family who took the receiver especially is a child of

a low grade [ elementary school / a kindergartener or J , it often occurs tliat it w^iil take time by

the time commission does not work but a target partner and talk are made, but. In the tertninal

unit of this invention, since such useless duration of call is canceled, it leads also to saving of

phonecall charges.

[Translation done.]


